INTRODUCTION
With the rapid increase of video data, video database and management system have been studied extensively, and have a broad business prospects [1] . However, video data contains a large amount of information, so the research of the video database browsing, index and other operations is an urgent task [2] . The main task is to analyze the video data, which has two main difficulties. One is based on video encoding rules. There are a large number of redundant data in video data. The other is that the data is unstructured, but the existing large amount of video processing techniques can only deal with structured data, so the non-structured video data must be transformed to the structural data. And the establishment of scientific and objective data model is usually restricted the performance result of video analysis technology. And rough set theory can effectively solve the problem of video analysis. In this paper, we propose a solution to the second technical difficulties.
BASIC ROUGH SET THEORY
Rough Set(RS) theory is a new mathematical tool for dealing with vagueness and uncertainty, can effectively separate and deal with the incomplete and inaccurate information and discover the potential knowledge [3] [4] . The main idea of RS is to derive the classification rules of the concept through knowledge reduction under the premise of keeping the classification ability unchanged. In rough set model, the equivalence relation in the domain plays a crucial role. Division based on equivalence relation has constructed the upper and lower approximation operator on the domain and characterization of imprecise concepts. To deal with vagueness and uncertainty of the mathematical tools, probability and statistics requires the probability distribution, fuzzy sets requires membership function, but RS does not need any preliminary or additional information, which can finish the corresponding classification according to different granularity of knowledge [6] .
In this paper, we make use of the advantage of RS theory, and propose a novel video mining algorithm of key frame representation. It can overcome the limitation of common algorithm and can get a satisfy effect. Some basic concepts of RS are briefly introduced [5] [6].
Concepts of rough set
Let U≠φ be a universe of discourse and X be a subset of U. An equivalence relation R classifies U into a set of subsets U/R {X 1 , X 2 , …, X n } in which the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) X i ⊆ U, X i ≠φ, For any i.
(2) X i ∩ X j ≠φ, For any i ,j.
(3) U i =1,2,...,n , X i = U i . Any subset X i , which called a category, class or granule, represents an equivalence class of R. A category in R containing an object x∈U is denoted by [x] R .
Definition 1 [7] : If a family of equivalence relations P⊆R and P≠φ, then ∩P(the intersection of all the equivalence relations of P) is an equivalence relation, called an indiscernibility relation over P
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The set X can be divided according to the basic sets of R, namely a lower approximation set and upper approximation set. Approximation is used to represent the roughness of the knowledge. U/ind(P) is all equivalence classes of the equivalent relationship ind(P), represents the knowledge associated with the equivalence relation family P, abbreviated as U/P. Definition 2 [7] : Given K=(U,R), for each subset of X⊆U and an equivalent relation R∈ind(K), there are two equations of two subsets shown as follow.
Equation (2) defines the R-lower approximations of X, and equation (3) defines the R-upper approximations of X.
Let R be a familay of equivalence relations, if
then P is called unnecessary or omitted over R, otherwise known as P is necessary for R.
For any P∈R, if P is necessary, then R is called independent, otherwise known as dependent.
Attributes reduction and core
In Rough Set theory, an Information Table is used for describing the object of universe, it consists of two dimensions, each row is an object, and each column is an attribute. RS classifies the attributes into two types according to their roles for Information Table: Core attributes and redundant attributes. Here, the minimum condition attribute set can be received, which is called reduction. One Information Table  might have several different reductions simultaneously. The intersection of the reductions is the Core of the Information Table and the Core attribute are the important attribute that influences attribute classification [5] [6] .
Definition 3 [7] : Suppose Q⊆R, if Q is independent, and ind(Q)=ind(R), then Q is called a reduction of R. Obviously, R can have many kinds of reduction. A collection of all the necessary relationships in R is called R's kernel, denoted as core (R). The relationship of core and reduction is as follows.
red(R) represents all reduction of R.
Definition 4 [7] : A knowledge expression system in situation can be expressed by a four tuple S = (U, A, V, F).
Where, U is a finite set of objects, called domain;
A is finite set of properties;
,V T is the range of properties on T. F：UA->V , F is an information function, which gives a value to each attribute of each object, that is, Va ∈ A， x ∈ U， F ( x,a) ∈Va. Knowledge representation system is also called information system. S= (U, A) is usually used to replace S= (U, A, V, F). The data of knowledge expression system is in the form of relational table. The line of the relationship table corresponds to the object that is to be studied, the attributes of the object are listed, and the information of the object is expressed by the value of the attribute values of the specified object.
THE KEY FRAME
The key frame is the key image frame to describe a shot. It usually reflects the main content of a shot. A shot can choose one or more key frames to represent the main contents according to the complexity of the content. Thus, the key frame is the means to express the content of shot, and it is also a main content of video index [7] [8] . Therefore, the key frame extraction is the key to establish the index of video data. It is not only to solve how to extract the key frames from the frame sequence of the shot, but also to precipitate the contents and the key frames.
THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

The idea of algorithm
Firstly, we get the DCT coefficients of the I frames frome binary video stream, then preprocess the DCT coefficients and obtain the information system consisted of DC coefficients. In the information system, each DCT block corresponds to a row, and each I frame corresponds to a column. Secondly, attribute reduction of I frames according to the attribute reduction theory of RS to get the core of the information system that is can be understood as less redundant I frames. Finally, to get the key frame by image fusion over the cores.
The presentation of algorithm
From the main idea of algorithm, the extraction of key frame based on I frames and RS theory consists of the following steps.
Input: A video stream and a given threshold called v.
Output: A reduction set called CoreSet(A) for video frame information system.
Let CoreSet=, ref=v, where v is the threshold value obtained from experience.
Step1: According to the MPEG2 video stream encoding rule, The video sequences in compressed domain consist of I, P and B frame. The I frame is the base of video, which use DCT to compress in spatial, so the DCT coefficients can be extract from video sequences directly and. So, we extract directly the DCT coefficients of I frames from the video streams, and then stores the matrix called B1.
Step2: The DCT coefficients are consisted of DC coefficients and AC coefficients, the DC coefficients denotes the average and most important Information in video. So we can extract the DC coefficients from the DCT coefficients and store the matrix called B2 to represent the video frame.
Step3: We can construct an information system called S={U,A,V,F} with the DC coefficients. Each row is DC coefficients of each block, and each column is a I frame of a shot. is, to a shot of the I-frame for the column, establishment of information system. LOAD DC k= 1; m= l; while (k<=256){ j=1; while (j<=256){ A (m, 1)= B2(k, j); j= j+8; m= m+1;} k= k+8;} Step4: We construct the information system with DC coefficients, then get the core of the information system using attribute reduction of RS theory. The core of information system is I frame and can not reduct. Firstly, we need to compute the difference of two adjacent I frames called ave. Then we compare the difference value called ave with the given domain called ref. If it is greater than the given domain value, then the I frame is reserved, or is given up.
CoreSet(A)=m ij ; while(j<count) { j= 1; sum= 0; for (i=1;i<=1024;i++){ sum=sum+abs(m(i,j)-m(i,j-1)); ave=sum / 1024; } j++; } if ( ave>ref) CoreSet=CoreSet(A)∪(mi(j-1)); if (ave<ref) abandon this frame Step5: We can obtain the key frame by feature extraction and image fusion for the reduction image stored CoreSet(A).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We build the video training library with kinds of sports, scenery, animation, story and news and so on. In order to verify the validity and feasibility of the technology, the various MPEG video sequences are selected to examine the performance of the proposed approach. We can see obviously that the condensed and succinct representations of the content is obtained by key frame representation from video sequences, and these frames can effective represent the contents of original video. Table 1 shows the evaluating result of key frame representation by various video sequences. Table 2 is the results of the performance evaluation of video content based on the key frames extracted according to the different threshold values.
Table1. Number of frames extraction. 
